Mr/Mme President and distinguished Senators,

I am Claire Oxley Gluck from Boerne, in Kendall County. Thank you for this opportunity to testify on an issue of fundamental importance to our democracy: the right to vote.

My husband, who is Jewish, has often quoted a poem of Martin Niemoller, which I would now like to paraphrase to illustrate what is at stake:

In Texas, they first disenfranchised the homeless, and I didn’t speak up because I wasn’t homeless.

Then they disenfranchised the poor and elderly, and I didn’t speak up because I wasn’t poor or elderly.

Then they disenfranchised the students, and I didn’t speak up because I wasn’t a student.

And then they disenfranchised me, and there was no one left who would speak up.

So, I must now speak up.

We in this room are, for the most part, people of privilege. We are educated, and so we know how to fight for our rights. We have homes, and so we have addresses. We have cars and so we have driver’s licenses. We would not be affected personally by Senate Bill 362. But with our privilege comes responsibility.

It is our duty to ensure that no Texan is prevented from voting for lack of a government-issued photo ID.

It is important to reiterate that we all want fair elections: they are a cornerstone of our democracy. One element of fairness in elections is the prevention of fraud. An equally important element is universal suffrage.

The problem with S.B. 362 is that it would reduce fairness, rather than promoting it. This bill would hinder universal suffrage without addressing the main source of voter fraud. According to academic and nonpartisan studies, voter fraud is most likely to occur in absentia ballots, which would not be affected by this bill. Those studies indicate that it is extremely rare that a person would go to a polling place and vote using someone else’s voter registration card.

I urge you not to pass S.B. 362. It poses a sure risk of disenfranchising legitimate voters in order to prevent a hypothetical risk of fraud that has not been shown to occur.

Thank you.
THE CASE FOR VOTER I.D. IN THE STATE OF TEXAS

I have served as a poll worker in all capacities (poll watcher, clerk, alternate judge, presiding judge) since the November, 2000 General Election. I have seen it all.

In that first election, I worked as a clerk at a poll in the Liberty Eylau community in Bowie County. The day was less than two hours old when a man in a unique Western shirt presented his voter registration card. I found his name on the roll and cleared him to vote. He did. The perfect voter, or so we thought.

We had two lines to speed the process. Imagine my surprise when I saw this same person reenter the poll about an hour later, getting in the other line. The Presiding Judge also recognized him, stared him down and he left in a hurry.

Later, the Presiding Judge and I concluded that this man was going to use his real picture I.D. to cast his ballot the second time. As the law stands now, I had no right to question his voter registration. With a voter I.D. law in place, this potential vote fraud could have been avoided.

Opponents of such a law believe the elderly, minorities, the handicapped and disabled would be disenfranchised. I disagree. This proposal would cut vote fraud, allowing everyone's vote to count. For every fraudulent cast vote, a legitimate one is cancelled out.

In the twenty-first century, everybody needs a photo I.D. If you cannot or do not drive, you can get an I.D. card from the Department of Public Safety at a reasonable cost. There is a blind woman who votes at my poll nearly every election, who uses such a document. As a legally blind person, myself, I won't leave home without one. The excuse that people do not or can not get a photo I.D. is a non-starter.

Please consider passing the Voter I.D. bill for the reasons I have stated. Thank you.

Hazel Cotton
3725 Rio Grande Ave.
Texarkana, TX 75503
903-793-2015
My name is Kathy Hicks. I have been studying election irregularities since 1992 and as a pollwatcher since 1996. I have a sworn affidavit from a Mrs. Ira Stewart of Bowie County that was made available to me through American International Investigations out of De Leon Texas. On Mr. Ira Stewart's absentee by mail application that he did not request the name Ora Stewart is filled in and the signature signed. There was no registration number on application by mail nor one filled in when stamped for a ballot to be sent out by mail. I would like to read you his statement.

In this incident where two different names are used in the absentee by mail application process and the voter registration number is not furnished by voter it is sure to cause confusion. As a photo Id was required to vote by mail the integrity of the election process would strengthen and those not requesting nor wanting to vote by mail would not receive a ballot. My grandparents are 86 and 87 yrs of age an absolutely support SB 362.
State of Texas  
County of Bowie  

AFFIDAVIT  

My name is IRA STEWART. I am above the age of 18 years and am of sound mind. I have personal knowledge of the facts stated herein under oath as follows:  

I live at 104 BROWN in Texarkana, Bowie County, Texas.  

This completes my statement.  

Signed:  

March 23, 1996  

Subscribed and sworn to be the undersigned authority on this the 23 day of March, 1996.  

Notary Public: Bowie County, Texas  
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APPLICATION FOR BALLOT BY MAIL
(SOLICITUD PARA RECIBIR UNA BOLETA POR CORREO)

COMPLETE ALL INFORMATION PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE
(COMPLETA TODAS LAS INFORMACIONES FAVOR DE
ESCRIBIR EN LETRA DE MOLDE O A MAQUINA)

NAME (Nombre)

[Name]
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INTERVIEW STATEMENT
DORIS HARENE MILES

Date of Interview: November 26, 1996
Interviewed by: Joe B. Horn

Ms. Doris Harene Miles was interviewed at her residence located at 1601 Allen Lane, Apartment #103, Texarkana, Texas. This interview was tape recorded. (See Transcript attached hereto). Ms. Miles made the following statements and representations:

Ms. Miles stated that she did not request or fill out an Application for Ballot by Mail and she doesn't know why she received an Absentee Ballot by mail. She stated that Willie Ray got her to fill out the Absentee Ballot and Ms. Ray put the postage stamp on it and took the Ballot with her. She further stated that she went to the polls to vote and they would not allow her to vote. They told her she had already voted by mail. Ms. Miles said that she told Willie Ray not to bother her at home. She stated that she likes to go to the polls and vote.

END INTERVIEW

BY: Joe B. Horn
American International Investigations
Lic. No. A-5281
817-893-3815
March 03, 2009

Donald Giles  
340 CR 1224  
Texarkana, Texas 75501  
903-838-2668

I Donald Giles of 340 county road 1224 Texarkana, Texas 75501, would like to make this statement. Being of sound mind and body and willingly making these statements on my own free will. I would like to testify that Texarkana City Council member Willie Ray has been my next door neighbor since the year of 2000 outside the city limits.

I have been observing her reside at 574 county road 1224 daily. Our property lines join each other and have had the opportunity to visit with her on several occasions through the years.

Ms. Willie Ray first moved out here in the year 2000, but had a single wide home at the time. In the year 2007 Posey mobile home service located in Texarkana installed her a brand new double wide manufactured home from Investment Housing.

As the Texas election code and City Residence code for officers state I myself who is Ms. Ray's next door neighbor of nine years cannot even vote in the city elections much less be qualified for a City Council member. I am writing this statement for the proper authorities to look into these matters to see if Ms. Willie Ray is qualified under the Tx. Residency Election and City codes to maintain and hold her City Council position. I would like clarification on these matters to see if Ms. Willie Ray has committed perjury for signing sworn campaign documents and falsifying her voter registration location.

Sincerely,  
Donald Giles

[Signature]

Exhibit 45
March 03, 2009

Brenda Giles
340 CR 1224
Texarkana, Texas 75501
903-838-2668

I, Brenda Giles of 340 County Road 1224, Texarkana, Texas 75501, would like to make this statement. Being of sound mind and body and willingly making these statements on my own free will, I would like to testify that Texarkana City Council member Willie Ray has been my next door neighbor since the year of 2000 outside the city limits.

I have been observing her reside at 574 County Road 1224 daily. Our property lines join each other and I can see her home from mine.

Ms. Willie Ray first moved out here in the year 2000, but had a single wide home at the time. In the year 2007, Posey mobile home service located in Texarkana installed her a brand new double wide manufactured home from Investment Housing.

As the Texas election code and City Residence code for officers state I myself who is Ms. Ray's next door neighbor of nine years cannot even vote in the city elections much less be qualified for a City Council member. I am writing this statement for the proper authorities to look into these matters to see if Ms. Willie Ray is qualified under the Tx. Residency Election and City codes to maintain and hold her City Council position. I would like clarification on these matters to see if Ms. Willie Ray has committed perjury for signing sworn campaign documents and falsifying her voter registration location.

Sincerely,
Brenda Giles

[Signature]
The League of Women Voters of Texas supports full voter participation and opposes efforts that may create barriers blocking this participation. We have real concerns that SB 362 does create needless barriers to citizen voter participation and does not address the issue of election fraud.

It has been suggested that, with the requirement of a photo ID at the polling place, election fraud will be eliminated; however, Attorney General Greg Abbott, after a $1.4 million investigation, found only 26 minor cases of election fraud, mostly involving mail-in ballots. In all of these cases, a photo ID would not have reduced fraud.

If we are to rely on a driver’s license for a photo ID, we find that those who do not have a driver’s license are more likely to be elderly, disabled, poor, a member of a minority community, or have an illness that makes it unsafe to drive. Also, there are many Texas women who have both a valid voter registration card and a Texas driver’s license, but the names do not match because of marriage or divorce. These women will be inconvenienced when they attempt to vote, and it is entirely possible it could keep some away from the polls.

Currently the Texas OnLine Poll Worker Training can be completed in 60 minutes or less. Section 3E of this training, "Qualify Voters," indicates that there are 10 possibilities, with instruction on how to handle each one. What would it take to get this training expanded to include the many possibilities to look for while determining whether the photo and accompanying documents meet the photo ID requirements? The goal must be to provide training so that reasonable people will come to the same conclusion when qualifying voters.

Obviously there are costs to Texas in this bill that are not addressed. Some costs include issuing photo ID’s for those who don’t have them, writing and providing training, and making sure that each citizen knows about any changes that have been thrust upon them. Only 1/3 of the counties in Texas have websites that can get information to the citizens in their county.

Voting is the most fundamental expression of citizenship. Breaking down barriers to citizen voter participation, from literacy tests to the poll tax, has been a constant battle for those of us who believe that all citizens should be able to exercise their right to vote. We support full voting participation by all eligible Americans, not restrictions.

Thank you for the opportunity to share our views.
League of United Latin American Citizens

Testimony of
Rosa Rosales
National President
League of United Latin American Citizens

Before the
Texas State Senate Committee of the Whole

SB 362:
The Minority & Elderly Disenfranchisement Bill

March 10, 2009

On behalf of the League of United Latin American Citizens, I thank the Texas State Senate Committee of the Whole for providing me the opportunity to discuss our concerns and opposition to Texas Senate Bill 362. We firmly believe that this legislation would disenfranchise hundreds of thousands of Texas voters, many of them minority and elderly. We also believe that this legislation will have little impact in reducing alleged in-person voting fraud which the bill is supposedly designed to prevent. As made clear by a two-year $1.4 million investigation by Attorney General Greg Abbott; in-person voting fraud is virtually non-existent in Texas under existing voting regulations.

My name is Rosa Rosales, and I am the National President of the League of United Latin American Citizens. LULAC is the largest and oldest Latino organization in Texas and in the United States. My organization advances the economic condition, educational attainment, political influence, health and civil rights of Hispanic Americans through community-based programs operating at more than 700 LULAC councils nationwide including over 200 here in Texas. Among many other activities, LULAC has sought to help Latinos become citizens and register to vote. Since our founding in 1929, we have also had to bring the State of Texas to court repeatedly for violating the voting rights of Latino citizens within the state. In the vast majority of these cases we have prevailed, costing the state millions of dollars in legal fees that could have been spent on education or other beneficial programs.
League of United Latin American Citizens

Let me state for the record, that if the Texas legislature passes and the Governor signs legislation that is similar in nature to SB 362, LULAC will take the State of Texas to court yet again, we will prevail, and it will cost the state several million more dollars in legal fees at a time when Texas taxpayers can least afford it.

A Solution in Search of a Problem
Texas Election Code already requires that voters at the polls prove their identity by showing their voter registration cards, driver’s licenses or another identity document from a list created by this body. SB 362 requires additional burdensome identification at the polling place in order to prevent what its supporters claim is “wide-spread” voter fraud. However, the only kind of fraud that these additional voting requirements could possibly prevent is in-person voting fraud where an individual voter misrepresents their identity at the polls.

There is no question that election misconduct exists, including improper purges of eligible voters, distributing false information about when and where to vote, stuffing of ballot boxes, tampering with registration forms, voter intimidation at the polls and clerical errors. But the incidence of actual in-person voter fraud at the polls that SB 362 would supposedly prevent is extraordinarily rare. In fact the Brennan Center for Justice reviewed the allegations of in-person voter fraud made during the Supreme Court case Crawford v. Marion County Election Board and found that only a “handful out of hundreds of millions of votes” represented potential cases of in-person voter fraud. Closer to home, Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott could not find a single case of in-person voting fraud after a two-year $1.4 million investigation into fraud came up with only a handful of cases, none of which would have been prevented by SB 362.

Restrictive Voter ID Requirements: A 21st Century Poll Tax
Restrictive voter ID requirements are more likely to disenfranchise people of color, the elderly, individuals with disabilities, rural voters, young people, the homeless, low-income people, frequent movers, married women, and persons in large households.
League of United Latin American Citizens

As many as 11 percent of United States citizens—more than 30 million individuals—do not have government-issued photo identification. Eighteen percent of seniors, 25% of African-Americans, and 16% of Latinos lack a current government-issued photo ID. Citizens earning less than $35,000 per year are more than twice as likely to lack current government-issued photo identification as those earning more than $35,000.

SB 362 would require voters to pay for a photo ID, if they don’t already have one. Getting the required forms of ID, such as drivers’ licenses and passports, costs money and time away from work the value of which can easily exceed $500. In some cases, it takes ID to get ID—for example, a certified birth certificate may be required to obtain government-issued photo identification, but government issued photo identification may be required to get a certified birth certificate. As a result, not all eligible voters in this state can afford to purchase a photo ID, and many who can may have difficulty coming up with the documents needed to obtain one.

SB 362 is Costly and Ineffective
The costs of re-training Texas poll workers, educating the public, providing free government-issued voter identification, and defending SB 362 in court would cost Texas millions of dollars while failing to improve the integrity of the electoral process. The Texas Senate should think twice about spending millions of taxpayer dollars to defend voter ID requirements that are unnecessary in the first place.

SB 362 Violates Federal Law
The excessive voter identification requirements contained within SB 362 would likely violate several federal laws including the Help America Vote Act, the 24th Amendment, and the Voting Rights Act. Under Sec. 5 of the Voting Rights Act, Texas has the burden to prove that any voter ID plan it seeks to institute is not discriminatory. Yet the disproportionate number of Latinos and African Americans who do not have photo IDs makes it clear that SB 362 would “lead to a retrogression in the position of racial minorities with respect to their effective exercise of the electoral franchise” in the state of Texas.
The available empirical research shows that although in-person impersonation fraud is an occurrence of extraordinary rarity, it has been used to justify legislation like SB 362 that appear to offer little benefit and impose substantial cost. The existing law in Texas has been successful in preventing in-person impersonation fraud; further measures are not only unnecessary, but risk compromising the integrity of our elections to the extent that they shut out eligible citizens.

Given its disproportionate impact on low-income, elderly, disabled and minority communities, the potential for SB 362 to skew election outcomes in Texas is huge. In fact, it is my belief that skewing elections…not eliminating fraud…is really what this bill is all about. I am deeply troubled that some elected leaders in this state would deliberately seek to discourage eligible citizens from participating in our democracy just to gain a partisan edge for themselves at a time when Texas men and women are giving their lives to preserve democracy half a world away. We should be doing everything we can to get more Texas citizens to the polls, not less. I urge all of you to vote no on SB 362 and get back to work on the pressing issues impacting our state.

Thank you.
Testimony on SB 362  
Senate Committee of the Whole  
March 10, 2009

My name is Dustin Rynders. I am an attorney with Advocacy, Inc, the statewide Protection & Advocacy (P&A) system for Texans with disabilities. I am testifying today on behalf of both Advocacy, Inc (AI) and the Disability Policy Consortium (DPC). Under the Help America Vote Act (HAVA), AI is charged with ensuring individuals with disabilities enjoy “full participation in the electoral process.” Both AI and the DPC oppose SB 362, which burdens Texas voters with unnecessary and onerous identification (ID) requirements, risks disenfranchising hundreds of thousands of voters with disabilities, and wastes resources that should be directed at real problems facing the state.

Supporters of more restrictive identification requirements cite the potential for fraud, especially among noncitizens, as the reason why more onerous ID requirements are needed. The only type of potential fraud addressed by requiring photo identification is voter impersonation. There have been no prosecutions for voter impersonation in the entire state of Texas and no prosecutions for noncitizens trying to vote.\(^{2}\) AI’s own voter hotline and the complaints received by the Secretary of State’s office after the November 2008 election reveal the real problems in elections surround poorly handled voter registration, lack of access to absentee ballot applications, voter intimidation, inaccessible polling places, poorly trained poll workers, and violations of the right to receive assistance. Texas should address these problems, instead of adding barriers to the ballot box. Texas already has strong criminal laws already on the books to address any fraud that is identified.\(^{3}\)

At least 8% or 1,270,268 voting age Texans do not have the two most common types of preferred photo ID being requested by this bill.\(^{4}\)

---

\(^{1}\) The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA), 42 U.S.C. § 15301-15545.


\(^{3}\) See, TExELEC.CODE § 64.012 (2009) (making it a Class A misdemeanor with a penalty of up to a year in jail and a $4,000 fine, to illegal vote by impersonation, vote more than once in an election, vote when a person knows they are not eligible, or mark another’s ballot without permission).

\(^{4}\) The implementation of HAVA required that all new voter registration applications include a driver’s license or state identification number of any applicant who had such an ID. Through a public information request, Advocacy, Inc. obtained the Secretary of State’s data showing that showing that 8%, or 290,772 people, who have registered to vote in Texas since January 1, 2006, did not have a driver’s license or state identification card. The U.S. Census reports that there are 15,878,347 voting age Texans, which means an estimated 1,270,268 do not have a driver’s license or state identification card.
Texans with disabilities are among the least likely to have a form of state-issued photo ID, because many do not drive or need photo ID for banking or other activities which others assist them with. While SB 362 allows those without photo identification to present two “current” non-preferred forms of identification, such as a utility bill and official piece of government mail, this provision does little to expand access in practical terms. After all, many people with disabilities are also less likely to have numerous forms of non-preferred identification. For example, many people with disabilities, who live with relatives, in group homes, or in nursing homes, do not have utilities in their own name. Even people who have two or more documents, such as a Social Security check or Medicaid cards, may have more trouble understanding the new requirements, keeping their records together, and remembering to bring the documents to the polling place when they have never needed them in the past.

And, even if they bring their documents, poll workers will have trouble with the new requirements. Can someone’s identity be “verified” if their last name has changed due to marriage, or if their appearance has changed due to changes in weight or hair? Also, what makes a utility bill or bank statement “current”? Already many election complaints relate to poll worker error, and SB 362 would increase the possibility for additional error in future elections.

National studies show that more restrictive ID standards negatively affect turnout, especially among the elderly and those with disabilities. Practically, if SB 362 passes, voter turnout among those with disabilities will decrease and more individuals will show up without the appropriate ID, forcing them to cast provisional ballots that will not be counted unless they can quickly obtain an ID and make another trip to provide it to the county.

To pass constitutional standards, the new ID requirement includes offering free photo IDs which would cost at least $4 million over five years. The identification expense of this legislation will be ongoing, because free photo identification will always have to be available. Additionally, millions more would be required to offer adequate voter training in our large state with many separate media markets. To get an idea of the public education expenditure that is required when election laws are changed, consider that the spent over $3.5 million in federal HAVA funds each year in voter education to introduce HAVA reforms such as accessible voting machines to the public. With such a drastic change in election law, which requires education before arriving at the poll, much more would likely be required to adequately insure voters receive accurate information. This does not include the resources that will be spent trying to pre-clear this change in policy with the Department of Justice, or defend the bill against legal challenges. These funds and your time would better be spent on the real issues affecting Texas such as the need for improvements and reforms in education, health care, and the State School system.

---


Furthermore, the “free” ID that SB 362 provides is not necessarily free or readily available to all who would need it. It can be very difficult to come up with the documents that are required to get a photo ID. For example, even if you were able to leave your home to get a free photo ID, you would be expected to have a birth certificate, which can still be costly and difficult to obtain (especially if you were born in another state or not born in a hospital). In addition to a birth certificate, a person must produce another two official documents with their name and date of birth. Applicants also have to find accessible transportation to go get the location where their “free ID” is provided. In some areas, this can be a long journey without the benefit of public transportation.

Thank you for your attention and for considering the needs of voters with disabilities. I am happy to answer any questions you may have.

Dustin Rynders
Policy Specialist/ Attorney
Advocacy, Inc.
drynders@advocacyinc.org
Voice/TDD: (512) 454-4816
Fax: (512) 323-0902
Testimony of Marsha Correira

Mrs. Amanda Jones of Bastrop County never drove a car and never had a driver’s license. Nor a passport. But Mrs. Jones was fortunate to have a large, loving family network who took her to DPS and got her a photo identification card. If SB362 had been in effect last year, and if Mrs. Jones had been without family to take care of her needs, she would not have been able to vote in the 2008 elections. Mrs. Jones was in poor health and died shortly after casting her ballot by mail, at 110 years old.

The purchase of the State of Texas-provided i.d. card, and the purchase of the supporting documents to obtain that i.d. card, amounts to a fee to vote — essentially, a poll tax. The burden and expense of acquiring these documents would be onerous for some voters, especially for the poor, minorities, the very young and senior citizens.

The poll tax was prohibited by the 24th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution in 1964. When some states continued to assess the poll tax, the U.S. Supreme Court held that a state which requires the payment of a fee to vote “violates the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.” Harper v. Virginia Board of Elections, 383 U.S. 663 (1966)

The Court continued, “Once the franchise is granted to the electorate, lines which determine who may vote may not be drawn so as to cause invidious discrimination.” 383 U.S. 668. If SB362 passes, a lot of senior citizens who’ve voted for decades, will be disenfranchised. That’s “invidious discrimination.”

In a later paragraph, the Court stated, “The interest of the State, when it comes to voting registration, is limited to the fixing of standards related to the applicant’s qualifications as a voter.” 383 U.S. 668

In an earlier case, Reynolds v. Simms 377 U.S. 533; 561-562, the Court said, “Undoubtedly, the right of suffrage is a fundamental matter in a free and democratic society. Especially since the right to exercise the franchise in a free and unimpaired manner is preservative of other basic civil and political rights, any alleged infringement of the right of citizens to vote must be carefully and meticulously scrutinized.”

The Court, in Harper, reiterated, “…to repeat, wealth or fee paying has, in our view, no relation to voting qualifications; the right to vote is too fundamental to be so burdened or conditioned.”

It is obvious that SB362 is an illegal attempt at voter suppression, an infringement of the right to vote. Please vote against this unconstitutional bill.
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Hello. My name is Rachel A. Hernandez; I reside at 718 Northstar Drive, San Antonio. I am a member of Laborer’s Local Union 1095 and am employed by Granada Homes, Inc. for 2 years.

I speak today in opposition to any legislation which would require voters to present additional identification in order to vote.

As a Resident Service Coordinator for Granada Homes, my job is to assist the residents who are all senior citizens (62 and older) with various daily issues. I have found that approximately 30 percent of the complex population (of 250 residents) does not have valid identification; meaning that their licenses or identification is expired. Renewal fees and difficulty with obtaining transportation to state offices is just a couple of reasons behind the lack of current identification.

We live in a time where voting and voter registration are at an all time high. Legislation which would create additional obstacles for senior citizens’ right to vote is not equitable and poses no positive outcome for those who already struggle to have their voices heard.
Record Breaking Numbers!

40,000 Voter Registration Applications Processed In Time For Early Voting

OCTOBER 17, 2008 AUSTIN – More than 40,000 applications have been entered into the county’s voter registration records in time for the start of early voting on Monday, October 20. Not only have they been entered, the vast majority have been validated by the Secretary of State TEAM system.

“We want everyone to know all applications have been entered in time for early voting. Also, we want them to know there is no question about the validity of voter records,” stated Voter Registrar Nelda Wells Spears. “Our data uploads every day to the state-wide voter registration system called TEAM. TEAM verifies each registrant matching name and date of birth with Texas Driver’s license data or Social Security data,” she said.

The majority of applications were received on October 6 and 7. On the last day to register for the November election, Monday October 6, hundreds of volunteers registered voters all day and up until the midnight deadline.

Travis County now has 603,289 validated registered voters. There are 7734 pending validation from the TEAM system. Once validated, the total number of registered voters in Travis County will be 611,024 registered voters – a record breaking number! Based on the official number used for voting age population, the 2000 census data, the registration rate is 98%.

Certificates are mailed daily with a final mailing of 9000 scheduled for Saturday. “We know voters are excited about voting based on the number of contacts we received, both by telephone and email,” said Nelda Wells Spears. She adds, “Don’t forget, if you don’t have your voter certificate, you can cast a ballot with your driver’s license or other form of identification.”

Anxious voters who wish to confirm their registration status make check online at www.traviscountytax.org/showVoterSearch.do. If a voter cannot find his or her record on the Travis County database, they may check the Secretary of State’s database of all counties at https://voterinfo.sos.state.tx.us/voterws/viw/faces/SearchSelectionVoter.jsp

Contact Travis County Voter Registration at 854-9473 or www.traviscountytax.org for voter registration information and assistance. Retrieve Fact Sheet.
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Greetings, Senate President Pro Tem Robert Duncan and Senators of the 81st Legislative session. I am Lydia Camarillo, Vice President for Southwest Voter Registration Education Project (SVREP), the largest and oldest nonpartisan, nonprofit organization of its kind with a simple mission to increase the number of Latino and other ethnic communities who are registered to vote and participate in America's democracy as full and equal partners. Founded in San Antonio, Texas, by the late William C. Velásquez, SVREP has registered over 2.3 million Latino voters throughout Texas, the southwest and since 2000 the southeast. SVREP has won over 80 voting rights lawsuits and has prepared over 100,000 leaders to organize their communities. In Gonzalez vs. Arizona, Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund (MALDEF) challenges in federal court the voter registration and identification provisions of Arizona’s Proposition 200, SVREP is one of the plaintiffs for the case.

I am here to advise you of SVREP’s strong opposition to SB362. SVREP opposes this bill because it would have a negative impact on Latino voter registration and potentially violate federal election laws including the Voting Rights Act, the National Voting Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act. This bill will only serve to depress voter registration of Latino, other ethnic communities, and the poor. For these reasons, SVREP opposes SB362 and urges your opposition. Texas legislators must take affirmative steps to promote the participation of American citizen’s voting and participating in America’s democracy and should in its wisdom
oppose legislation that only serves to confuse citizens, contradict federal law, create undo financial burden to poor white, Latino and African American citizens who register to vote and creates undo financial burden to Texas counties. More over counties are facing financial shortfalls; this will create further financial burden to counties and the taxpayers.

SB362 is a bill that creates redundancy and multiple identification requirements for voters. SVREP believes that Texas law provides for proof of identification and this bill will only create confusion; create a more burdensome voting experience for both the voter and the poll workers. Texas law requires that voter registration applicants must affirmatively mark their US citizenship under penalty of perjury and submit their affidavit application either in person or by a business reply postcard. Elec. Code Section 13.121. In our extensive experience in registering voters, over the last 35 years, it is rare for a voter to have their naturalization, passport or birth certificate on hand when a voter registers to vote. Many eligible United States citizens have trouble accessing these documents at all, including senior citizens that have lost or had their documents damaged over time. Any extra steps in the registration process will only serve to needlessly disenfranchise voters.

Once the voter is registered, the voter should be able to vote at the polls with either a voter registration card or a range of identifying documents. Elec. Code 63.0101. The range of identification is meant to be broad and includes a person’s utility bill and/or a bank statement because different voters have access to different documents. A voter that has had his or her wallet stolen, a voter that does not drive, or newly married and not updated his or her driver’s license should not have their right to vote infringed upon.

SVREP’s analysis of SB362 clearly reveals that this bill would only contradict the spirit of author’s intent which we believe is to ensure that voter’s rights are protected, facilitate the voting process and increase the universe of eligible voters who are voting and participating in America’s democracy. The intent of this bill could only be to decrease the number of American citizens who take the opportunity to vote in Texas elections and it would be harmful to Latino voters.

Senate President Pro Tem Duncan and Members of the Committee of the Whole Senate, we urge you to oppose SB362. This bill will only suppress Latino, African American, and poor and elderly white voter registration and contradict Federal election laws.
Respectfully submitted and thank you.
Testimony of the Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund  
(MALDEF) on SB 362  
Senate Committee of the Whole, March 10, 2008

Chairman Duncan and Members of the Senate, I am Luis Figueroa, a Staff Attorney of the Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund, a non-partisan legal organization founded in Texas in 1968 to defend and protect Latino civil rights, including voting rights.

Under current law, Texas voters may vote at the polls by providing a vote registration certificate or another identifying document including a driver’s license, utility bill, birth certificate, passport, naturalization certificate, bank statement, government check or official mail. Election Code 63.008, 63.0101. SB 362 eliminates the ability to be accepted for voting by using a voter registration card and requires either picture identification card in the form of a driver’s license, passport, employee identification card, a student identification card or concealed handgun permit or two forms of non-photo identification from a more extensive list.

The best information we have about the impact of voter identification laws comes from the litigation in which MALDEF represents eligible voters who were turned away from the polls as well as voter organizations. These cases include Gonzalez v. Arizona in which MALDEF attorneys served as lead counsel for the plaintiffs.

Importantly, at the trial of this case, Arizona could not produce any example of impersonation voter fraud to justify its voter ID law. The lack of any evidence of even a single incident of impersonation voter fraud is consistent with the U.S. Supreme Court’s observation in the Indiana voter ID case that “the record contains no evidence of any such fraud actually occurring in Indiana at any time in its history.” Crawford v. Marion County Election Board, 553 U. S. ___ (2008) (slip op at 11). What we have learned about voter ID laws is that they are unsupported by real incidents of impersonation voter fraud and are thus a solution in search of a problem.

Although unsupported by any evidence of a problem with voter impersonation, Arizona’s voter ID law has resulted in thousands of voters being turned away from the polls. During these elections, a voter whose name was on the rolls but who could not provide the required ID was given a conditional provisional ballot and told to return within five days with ID or the ballot would not be counted.

Across three federal elections – the 2006 Primary Election, the 2006 General Election, and the 2008 Presidential Preference Election -- 4,194 voters cast conditional provisional ballots that were never counted because the voter could not provide the required ID. In Texas 42,010 provisional ballots were cast in the 2008 General Election, but only 9,444 were counted. The Secretary of State is currently compiling how many were cast for lack of identification under the current Texas voter identification law.
Because of Arizona’s voter ID law, many perfectly eligible voters whose names were on the voter rolls found themselves suddenly unable to vote because of one problem -- they did not have the specific combination of documents required by the voter ID law. These citizens- all ages, races, party affiliations and income levels- did not represent a small wrinkle in the system. Their circumstances were not unique and are by no means exceptions to the rule. They are just like you or me, people in our family and our neighbors who, simply by leading normal lives, found themselves unable to participate in the democratic process.

For example,

- **Karen Lewsader**, a police officer and registered Republican, was forced to cast a conditional provisional ballot because her driver’s license listed a different address than the voter rolls. She had previously moved and changed her address with the Motor Vehicles Department, but the practice of the agency is to change the records and not replace the physical driver’s license unless the driver pays an additional fee. When she was at the poll Ms. Lewsader went back to her car to try to find another form of identification with the correct name and address so she could cast a regular ballot, but the vehicle registration information she found was under her husband’s name. When the demands of her job prevented her from returning to the county to show additional ID, her vote was not counted.

- **Kristopher Lee Russell**, a registered Democrat, was forced to cast a provisional ballot because his driver’s license and the voter rolls listed him under different addresses. His license had the address from his time as a student at the University of Arizona. After graduation he went to the DMV to update his information, but did not pay for a replacement license. When he went to vote the voter rolls and his voter registration card listed Mr. Russell’s new address. The registration card alone was not sufficient proof of identification, even when used in tandem with his license. Mr. Russell did not have any other acceptable form of identification on him at the time and ultimately cast a provisional ballot. Minutes after leaving the polling place he found his Vehicle Registration and Proof of Insurance information in his car and attempted to present them at the same polling place as proper forms of identification, but the poll workers did not allow him to change ballots. Mr. Russell’s vote did not count.

- **Caleb LaPorte** is a technician who works in chemical pumps and mines in Phoenix. Poll workers gave him a provisional ballot because the address on his license did not match the address on the rolls, even though he brought a letter from the voting bureau that stated it received his change of address and that he could use the letter as a form of identification. Mr. LaPorte was living with his girlfriend in her apartment at the time, and all the utility bills were in her name. When a poll worker explained that any form of mail would suffice as identification for voting, Mr. LaPorte returned with the only mail he received at that address- junk mail. Upon showing the envelope to the poll workers, they
concluded it was not acceptable and gave him a conditional provisional ballot. The poll workers told Mr. LaPorte that the only way he could “cure” his ballot was to get a new driver’s license. Mr. LaPorte did not have the time to do this before the deadline and his ballot was not counted.

- Georgia Morrison-Flores was a newlywed when she registered to vote and she registered under her married name. However, when she went to vote her maiden name on her driver’s license did not match her married name under which she was registered. Because the names did not match, even though her valid ID showed her photo, birth date and first name, Ms. Morrison-Flores was turned away from the poll by an election worker who had been her childhood neighbor. Ms. Morrison-Flores was unable to cast a ballot of any kind, despite her status as a qualified voter.

Maricopa County, which includes the City of Phoenix and just over half the state’s voters, performed an analysis of the partisan impact of the Arizona voter ID law. The analysis showed that voter ID had little to no partisan impact. In Arizona’s 2008 Presidential Preference Election, 47% of the voters whose ballots went uncounted were Republicans and 53% were Democrats.

In Texas, because the bill imposes additional identification requirements, the bill will inevitably prevent some voters from casting a ballot on Election Day. The voter identification provision of SB 362 will prevent voters, who already receive a free voter registration certificate in the mail, from using that certificate when they go to vote. By removing the ability to present a document that every voter receives free of cost, and forcing voters to secure other forms of identification, most of which cost money, the voter identification provision of HB 218 imposes a modern “poll tax” in Texas. Although SB 362 requires that the Department of Public Safety (DPS) provide free identification certificates to voters under certain limited circumstances, SB 362 does not address the fact that DPS itself requires costly identification documents as a prerequisite for obtaining a state identification certificate. For example, a 20 year-old born in Texas who has no drivers’ license would still have to produce either a passport or birth certificate to obtain a state identification certificate from DPS. Thus, if SB 362 becomes law, Texas voters who do not have a photo ID or birth certificate on hand must either apply and pay for a new birth certificate, spend significant time and money to obtain either a passport or other government identity documents, or try to find two copies of other documents, such as bank statements or utility bills, when they may or may not be the person in their household who pays the bills. All of this must be done prior to going to vote.

A number of voters only have their voter registration card to demonstrate their qualification to vote. These voters include: elderly voters who no longer drive, non-drivers who live in urban areas, and students who possess their school identification card

---
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that may not include a picture. By and large, the impact of this bill’s state issued
identification requirement will fall on the physically disabled, the elderly, and the poor.
While many people cannot understand why a person would not have a driver’s license or
a state issued identification card, it is not that unusual.

The bill before the committee today would force these voters to take additional steps to
acquire an acceptable form of identification or exclude these voters from voting
altogether. In addition, because the bill would create longer lines at the polls and force
some voters to return home for more documentation and then present themselves for
voting a second time, the bill will discourage voters from exercising the franchise.

The bill also creates the likelihood that election officials will refuse to accept voters
whose photo identifications list an address or name that does not match their address or
name on the voter rolls. For example, a voter who changes addresses before his driver’s
license expires will have an address on that license that differs from the address in the
voter rolls. If you want a license that reflects your new address, you have to pay
additional funds. This fee is not addressed by the voter ID bill presented in today’s
hearing. The bill before the Committee today, because it is unclear about what to do
when a voter’s photo identification lists a different name from that on the voter rolls,
introduces the possibility that voters will be turned away, or offered only provisional
ballots, when this situation arises at the polls.

The cost estimate of implementing this bill could be exceedingly expensive in
establishing new regulations and procedures, training election officials, recreating and
distributing voter education materials, and lost revenue from providing free state
identification cards. A better use of the state monies is to maintain an effective statewide
voter registration database accessible by election officials throughout the state and to
focus on training poll workers and educating the public on their voting rights and
responsibilities.

The result of the legislation might decrease voter turnout, create undue problems for
voters and possibly result in the elimination of many votes from minorities and the poor
who may not currently have an ID card. Every time we place a restriction on the
fundamental right to vote, we are undermining it. Requiring voters to present specific
type of proof of identity before voting will not necessarily deter voter fraud.

It is disheartening to see such a restrictive governmental response to an unproven
“problem” of potential voter fraud. A good government seeks to limit the barriers to
voting – and doesn’t require more bureaucracy than it needs to carry out its functions.
The bill before the Committee today places more burdensome requirements on voters,
particularly the disable, elderly and the poor and lacks justification in any sufficient
evidence of impersonation fraud by voters.

For these reasons, MALDEF opposes this bill and if it passes, will actively monitor the
potential legal issues raised by this legislation. MALDEF urges the Committee to reject
the voter identification provision of SB 362.
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Do you know what the definition of illegal is? It is forbidden, prohibited, unlawful, not legal, wrong, unjust, and unconstitutional. Even though it is unconstitutional, voter fraud has been committed. One reason, there may not be too many documented cases of voter fraud is because exactly that, it was fraud, people got away with it.

I am a 34 yr old 3rd generation American, I’ve had a social security card since about the age of 14. But you see, one of these 3 is fake, but they all look the same. It was easy to acquire, it is accepted as valid. That means there could be a traitor somewhere. Right now, it is almost as easy to sometimes get by without having the legal right to vote.

A lot of people voted this Presidential Election, people who had never voted before. Yes, I know a lot of people voted for the reason of who we would be voting for. They didn’t love AMERICA until now, What a SHAME!

I feel now is the time for Voter I.D., to prepare for the future. If you don’t do it now, you will be voting for it later. You all have a duty to us citizens as law makers, so do your job and make this a deterrent to prepare it to make it nearly impossible for voter fraud. Anyone who votes against it, is not doing everything within their power for this great country. Before they do not have the state best interest.

Vote for Voter I.D.

On the National level, the government says the system is broken on certain aspects of it, do not make the same mistake.
To the Distinguished Members of the Texas Senate:

My name is Dr, Rod Fluker, Sr., and I am Executive Director for the Texas Association of Black Personnel in Higher Education. Today, I bring you greetings from our State Board of Directors and from Dr. Felicia Scott, TABPHE State President.

The Texas Association of Black Personnel in Higher Education, or "TABPHE," as we call it, is an educational organization of faculty, staff and administrators that number over 500 statewide. TABPHE was founded 36 years ago to address pertinent issues that impact African Americans in particular, and people of color in general. SB 362, or the "Voter ID Bill," causes our members, and many others grave concerns about the negative impact that the passing of such useless and harmless legislation will have on the voting rights of millions of already disenfranchised Texans.

We believe that laws should be created to promote civil living and/or to right a wrong. The Voter ID Bill does neither. Promoting civil living would mean to make it easier for Texans to vote, not make it more difficult. Adding new barriers such as additional ID requirements is likened to Negro poll taxes and voting competency tests used during the days of "Jim Crow Laws." So, this legislation works against promoting civil living.

This useless and harmful legislation also fails to right any wrong. The fact is that there is no evidence of significant voter fraud, period. Of the millions of votes cast in Texas during the last 6 years, voter impersonation is practically non-existent, both in Texas and across our nation.

Therefore, the Texas Association of Black Personnel in Higher Education, asks that all State Senators, both Republican and Democrat, as good ambassadors of the people of Texas, vote AGAINST Senate Bill 362. Thank you.

Dr. Rod C. Fluker, Sr.
Executive Director
Texas Association of Black Personnel in Higher Education
1700 Broadmoor Drive
Austin, Texas 78723
Travis County
flukerconsulting@hotmail.com
512-294-3292 (cell)